Purdue University Workshop for Career Teachers and Counselors: 
**Computerized Tools and Curriculum for PCC**

Tuesday, July 31, 2018 ● 8:30—4:30 
Purdue Memorial Union, Purdue University

**Data Visualization Tool**
Showing optimal pathways through college that match the abilities and goals of your students.

**Data Sources**
All information sourced from graduating college students and combined with national datasets.

**Preview of New Academia Prehistoria Game**
A physics experiment gone wrong has resulted in cavepeople flooding the local college campus through a time portal. Can your students successfully guide them through college and into careers, or will the cavepeople become frustrated and destroy the campus?

**Workshop includes:**
- Classroom software
- Curriculum materials
- Instruction from curriculum experts
- $100 stipend & 7 Professional Growth Points
- Special guest lecture on Indiana careers
- Breakfast, lunch, & great conversation
- No registration fee!

Questions?
Contact the PCEE at (765) 494-7336 or PCEE@purdue.edu

To Register, go to:
http://attend.com/PCCJuly2018

Sponsored by a grant from Lilly Endowment Inc.